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TAP Centre for Creativity

Get Away contains mature themes and topics that some viewers may
find distressing, including discussions around: mental health, suicide,
sexual assault and/or infidelity. If you require any further support,
please contact the Mental Health and Addictions Crisis Centre (London)
at 519-434-9191.

DIRECTOR'S NOTE While it is my honour to carry the title of director for this production, it’s
fair to say that this work is a result of the effort put forth by a highly
collaborative team. I’m blessed to have had the opportunity to work
with such a talented group of people. I couldn't be more proud of the
work they’ve done, or more grateful for the effort they’ve put into Get
Away.
The story follows Josh - a socially awkward young man - and his friends,
Sarah and Eddie, who he has invited for a fun-filled weekend at his
cottage in Muskoka. We all know what is said about “best-laid plans.”
As the evening unfolds, we learn a lot more about Josh and his
relationships in the world, and we get a glimpse into what happens
when some of our deepest and darkest impulses not only rise to the
forefront, but take control.
I can’t thank this team of performers and crew enough for trusting me,
and for allowing me to push them further than they themselves might
have believed they could go.
Thank you for coming and for your support of Get Away.
I sincerely hope you enjoy the show.

Dan Curtis
AUTHOR'S NOTE I owe a tremendous debt in relation to this show. From those who
supported the idea in its infancy to those who helped bring it up into
what is now on stage. The process has been collaborative, challenging,
and rewarding. A special thanks to Dan Curtis, whose direction has
emphasized the truth in the characters and understated any fault in the
script.
The kernel, which formed the idea for this show, stewed in my mind for
a while, but it took specific people to help make it pop. I would be
remiss not to thank Kristin Bennett and Jesslyn Hodgson for their input,
ideas, additions and most importantly, deletions. Without them the
script could not have been completed.
I set out to write something different and I hope I accomplished this aim
with an abundance of help and guidance from some supremely talented
people. That is what Banished strives for and it could not be possible
without broad based support. Thank you for being present and allowing
use to share our journey with you.
With Gratitude,

Sean Brennan

CAST
JESSLYN HODGSON
For Banished: Finding Hyde Staged Reading (Lillian); A Creetin
Christmas! (Sybil), and The Family Creetin (Sybil); Elsewhere:
Julia in The Wedding Singer (MTP); Ermengarde in Hello Dolly!
(MTP); Marcy in Dogfight (Allswell); Saucy Jack & the Space
Vixens & Crooner Christmas (Link Theatre); Adelaide in Dancing
in Poppies (LCP); Heather McNamara in Heathers (MTP); Curley's Wife in Of Mice
and Men (By the Book). Jesslyn is excited to be able to bring this production to the
stage after workshopping it back in 2016 - and getting to do this with such a
fantastic team has been a treat!

SEAN BRENNAN
For Banished: A Creetin Christmas! (Frederic); The Family
Creetin (Frederic); Partner Track (Marshall); The Original
Bedtime Story (Storyteller); Elsewhere: Robbie Hart in The
Wedding Singer (MTP); Cogsworth in Beauty & the Beast (LCP);
James "Sharky" Harkin in The Seafarer (Shrew'd Business); Long
John Silver in Treasure Island (LCP). Love to Cass, as understanding as she is
gorgeous. Big hugs/kisses to Jack, Nora and (our) Connor!

CONNOR BOA
For Banished: Finding Hyde Staged Reading (Douglas) A Creetin
Christmas! (Gerrimond); Elsewhere: For MTP: Arpad in She
Loves Me); Barnaby in Hello Dolly!; Night of Noir; For Link
Theatre: Mitch in Saucy Jack & the Space Vixens; Steve in Judy
Stonewalled; A Really Retro Crooner Christmas; For Grand
Theatre: Les Mis; Hello Dolly!; The Addams Family; Julias Caesar; Much Ado About
Nothing; Dickon in The Secret Garden (LCP); Clopin in Hunchback (AK Arts). Connor
is very proud to be a part of this new original work, and hopes that everyone
seeing it enjoys it as much as he has working on it.
Who are Banished By the King Productions?
Since the initial banishment in 2009, Banished has produced eight original
works, all written by local London, Ontario playwrights. Get Away and our
upcoming staged reading, Civil Dawn, represent the ninth and tenth original
shows presented by Banished.
It all started as a dream to continue to produce, write, and act in shows after
graduating university. Many of our original and founding members attended
King’s University College and thus once our studies were over, we became
Banished By The King. Over the years the group has morphed and grown to
include the talents of many members of London’s thriving theatre scene.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for upcoming shows and
events!

CREW

CREW
DAN CURTIS (Director)
For Banished: Finding Hyde Staged Reading (Mansfield); A
Creetin Christmas! (Chauncey); Elsewhere: Rollie in Skin Flick
(Maybles Productions); Axel in The Nerd (LCP); Lockhart in The
Seafarer (Shrew’d Business). Dan would like to thank his
extremely talented cast and crew for their hard work and
dedication. He would also like to thank his wife and two children for letting him
out to play. Finally, he’d like to thank you for coming and he hopes you enjoy the
show.

ANDREW DODD (Stage Manager)
For Banished: Debut. Elsewhere: The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Assistant Stage Manager, AK Arts Academy), The Wedding
Singer (Assistant Stage Manager, MTP), Hello Dolly! (Assistant Stage
Manager, MTP), Twelfth Night (Assistant Stage Manager, LCP)
Next: Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat (Director,
MTP). Andrew is grateful for the opportunity to work with this creative and challenging
team and to find a fitting place amongst the Banished.

SID WILSON (Lighting/Sound Design)
For Banished: Finding Hyde Staged Reading (Narrator); A
Creetin Christmas! (Lighting/Sound Design); Submerged
(Lighting/Sound Design); The Family Creetin (Lighting Design);
Elsewhere: LDN Convergence (TAP); Frights of Spring VI (TAP);
Surrender Dorothy (LCP); Point of Honour (Arbitrary Angle);
Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike (LCP); Twelfth Night (LCP); Arcadia (LCP);
From Women's Eyes (Empty Space). Sid couldn't be more thrilled to be back again
with Banished and he hopes you'll come on back to TAP for another show or class
or art opening soon!

SOFIA DI CICCO (Assistant Stage Manager)
For Banished: Debut. Elsewhere: School of Rock (Stage
Manager); Sister Act (Stage Manager); Big Fish the Musical
(Stage Manager); The Last Five Years (Assistant Stage Manager,
Pacheco); Tommy (Assistant Stage Manager, Pacheco); Show
Off (Assistant Stage Manager, MTP); Elf: The Musical (Backstage
Crew, MTS); Suds (Backstage Crew, MTS); and The Wedding
Singer (Backstage Crew, MTP). Sofia is very excited to work with Banished By the
King Productions.

Up Next: Civil Dawn, A Staged Reading by Patrick Brennan

Buried in the sands of time, a long forgotten stone carving, the story of the
first gathering of humans uncovered, their working together in the very
first village, the trials and tribulations of the Paleolithic Age, come and
experience our very own...CIVIL DAWN.
Space is limited and while there is no charge for tickets, reservations are
required. Please email banishedbytheking@gmail.com to reserve your
tickets today!

SPECIAL THANKS
Banished By The King would like to thank the following for their
contributions and for making this show possible:
Lindsay Curtis & kids
London Community Players
TAP Centre for Creativity
Catherine Robson
Amanda & Pat Brennan
John & Ellen Brennan
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JP Larkin
Shrew’d Business
Sandra DeSalvo
Kristen Bennett
Cass Brennan & kids
Liz & Mike Krische

BANISHED BY THE KING CELEBRATES OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY IN 2019!
Check us out at banishedproductions.ca

